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EXTENDING SMOOTH CYCLIC GROUP ACTIONS ON THE
POINCARE´ HOMOLOGY SPHERE
NIMA ANVARI
Abstract. Let X0 denote a compact, simply-connected smooth 4-manifold with boundary
the Poincare´ homology 3-sphere Σ(2, 3, 5) and with even negative definite intersection form
QX0 = E8. We show that free Z/p actions on Σ(2, 3, 5) do not extend to smooth actions on
X0 with isolated fixed points for any prime p > 7. The approach is to study the equivariant
version of the Yang-Mills instanton-one moduli space for 4-manifolds with cylindrical ends.
As an application we show that for p > 7 a smooth Z/p action on #8S2 × S2 with isolated
fixed points does not split along a free action on Σ(2, 3, 5). The results hold for p = 7 if the
action is homologically trivial.
1. Introduction
Development of gauge theoretic techniques have led to substantial new insights in low
dimensional topology and the area of smooth finite group actions on 4-manifolds is no
exception. One of the earliest applications was by Furuta [Fur89] on the non-existence of
one fixed point actions of a finite group on homotopy four spheres. The idea was to study
the instanton-one Yang-Mills moduli space of SU(2) anti-self dual connections together
with its induced group action. Later Braam and Matic developed this further leading to
new proof of the Smith conjecture in dimension four [BM93]. A new complication which
arises in the equivariant setting is the existence of non-trivial obstructions to transversality.
Hambleton-Lee in [HL92] formulated a suitable perturbation theory based on Bierstone’s
notion of equivariant general position [Bie77] - this gives the equivariant moduli spaces the
structure of a Whitney stratified space and by appealing further to the internal structure
of the moduli spaces they were able to show that homologically-trivial smooth actions on
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closed, simply-connected odd definite 4-manifolds resemble equivariant connected sums of
linear algebraic actions on complex projective space ([HL95], see also [HT04] for the case
of non-trivial action on homology). A theorem of Edmonds [Edm87] shows that for primes
p > 3 topological 4-manifolds always admit homologically trivial locally linear Z/p actions
with fixed set consisting of isolated fixed points; when combined with the constraints given by
gauge theory this led to the existence of non-smoothable locally linear Z/p actions ([KL93]
using the theory of pseudofree orbifolds as in [FS85], see also [KBL88] and [HL95]). Indefinite
4-manifolds presented new difficulties but since then results have been obtained on locally
linear but non-smoothable actions using ideas from Seiberg-Witten gauge theory (see [LN08],
[CK08] and [Kiy11]).
Before the Seiberg-Witten revolution however, there was much effort to lay the foun-
dations for the theory of instanton moduli spaces on 4-manifolds with cylindrical ends
([Tau87],[Tau93],[MMR94]) with various applications that soon followed (see for instance
[GM93] and [FS94]). One motivation for this paper was the work of Fintushel and Stern in
[FS91] to splitting 4-manifolds along certain Seifert fibered homology 3-spheres. We would
like to revisit these results from an equivariant point of view and use them to study smooth
equivariant splittings of 4-manifolds along integral homology spheres. Recall by Freedman
and Taylor [FT77] whenever we decompose the intersection form into orthogonal components
QX = QX0 ⊕QX1 there exists a diffeomorphism X = X0 ∪Σ X1 splitting X along an integral
homology 3-sphere Σ. In this paper we will ask if this can be done equivariantly for Z/p
actions on X = #8S2 × S2 inducing a free action along the Poincare´ homology 3-sphere.
This homology sphere is obtained by (−1)-surgery on the left handed trefoil knot but more
conveniently thought of as a link in the complex surface singularity Σ(2, 3, 5) = {(z1, z2, z3) ∈
C3 | z21 + z32 + z53 = 0} ∩ S5. If X0 is a definite, smooth, compact and simply-connected
4-manifold with boundary Σ(2, 3, 5) then the intersection form is QX0 = n(−1) ⊕ E8 with
n ≥ 0 [Frø96], we will only consider even-definite intersection forms.
Theorem A. Let X0 denote a smooth, simply-connected 4-manifold with boundary Σ(2, 3, 5)
and negative definite intersection form QX0 = E8. For any prime p > 5, if a free Z/p-action
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on Σ(2, 3, 5) extends to a smooth action on X0, then the rotation data of the isolated fixed
points are (a, b) such that a+ b ≡ ±1 (mod p) or a+ b ≡ ±7 (mod p).
Remark 1.1. Let G denote the finite cyclic group Z/p, then the action on X0 gives rise to an
integral representation on H2(X0;Z) and a decomposition (see [CR62, p.508], [Edm89, p.111])
H2(X0;Z) = Z[Z/p]r⊕Zt⊕Z[ζp]c as Z[G]-modules with r, s, c ≥ 0 and b2(X0) = rp+t+(p−1)c.
When p > b2(X0) + 1 we must have r, c = 0 and t = b2(X0), as a result the action is
homologically trivial for p > 7. When p = 7 the action may not be homologically trivial (see
[Que81, Example 3.10, p. 168]) and H2(X0;Z) = Z[G] ⊕ Z (since by [Edm89, Proposition
2.4 i)] c must be even, see also the algebraic result in [HR78, Proposition 10 c)]). In the case
of homologically trivial actions, the fixed set consists of isolated points and 2-spheres and the
Lefschetz fixed point formula gives the Euler characteristic χ(Fix(X0, G)) = 9.
The rotation data are the tangential representations over a fixed point C2(a, b) where the
action is given by t · (z1, z2) = (taz1, tbz2) for non-zero integers a and b well-defined modulo p
and where Z/p = 〈t〉. The restriction on the primes is to ensure a free action on Σ(2, 3, 5).
When p is relatively prime to a, b, c, the free Z/p action on Σ(a, b, c) is part of the circle
action t× (x, y, z) = (tbcx, tacy, tabz) of the Seifert fibered structure on the Brieskorn spheres
Σ(a, b, c). It can be shown (see [LS92]) that up to equivalence, this is the only free action on
Σ(a, b, c), referred to as the standard action. The necessary conditions for a smooth extension
from Theorem A can be checked against the G-signature theorem for manifolds with boundary
where the correction term is an Atiyah-Patodi-Singer type invariant(see [APS75b]) and this
leads to the following rigidity result
Theorem B. Let X0 denote a smooth, simply-connected 4-manifold with boundary Σ(2, 3, 5)
and negative definite intersection form QX0 = E8. A free Z/p action on Σ(2, 3, 5) does not
extend to a smooth action on X0 with fixed set consisting of isolated fixed points for any
prime p > 7. The same is true for p = 7 if the extended action is homologically trivial.
As an immediate consequence we have the following corollary regarding equivariant em-
bedding of the Poincare´ homology sphere in #8S2 × S2.
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Corollary C. For X = #8S2 × S2 with a smooth Z/p action with isolated fixed points, does
not contain an equivariant embedding of Σ(2, 3, 5) with a free action, for any prime p > 7
and for p = 7 if the action is homologically trivial on X.
Remark 1.2. If Σ(2, 3, 5) embeds smoothly in #8S2 × S2 then it separates X into two
smooth, spin 4-manifolds with boundary each with even intersection form. By van der Blij’s
lemma each side must have signature divisible by 8 and since b2(X) = 16 each side must
have definite intersection form. The additivity of the signature shows that they must have
opposite sign. So any embedding of Σ(2, 3, 5) into #8S2 × S2 splits X as X0 ∪Σ(2,3,5) X1 with
QX0 = E8 = −QX1 .
Note from the construction in Edmonds [Edm87, p.161], it is possible to do equivariant
surgery on a framed link K ⊂ S3 to obtain a compact, simply-connected four manifold
X0, whose intersection form is E8 and admits a smooth, homologically trivial Z/p-action
with fixed set consisting of isolated points. Since the intersection form is unimodular,
the boundary consists of a integral homology three sphere Σ with a free Z/p-action. By
reversing orientation and gluing, we see that it is possible to smoothly and equivariantly split
#8S2×S2 = E8∪Σ−E8 along some homology sphere Σ in this way. The content of Theorem
B is that this splitting cannot occur along the Poincare´ homology 3-sphere. Moreover, if we
relax the condition that the action have only isolated fixed points, then equivariant plumbing
on the E8 diagram produces a smooth, homologically trivial Z/p-equivariant splitting of
#8S2 × S2 = E8 ∪Σ(2,3,5) −E8 with fixed set consisting of two fixed 2-spheres representing
homology classes with self-intersection −2 and 14 isolated fixed points.
Acknowledgments. This work was part of the author’s PhD thesis under the supervision
of Prof. Ian Hambleton at McMaster University. The author is grateful for his great patience,
expertise and support while working on this project. Partial support was provided by
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2. Equivariant Moduli Spaces
We begin by reviewing the cylindrical-end theory, for details the reader should consult
[MMR94] and [Don02]. The general setup concerns an integral homology 3-sphere Σ with
non-degenerate flat connections (i.e. the twisted cohomology H1(Σ, adα) = 0 for all flat
connections α) and X0 a compact, smooth, simply-connected 4-manifold with negative definite
intersection form with boundary ∂X0 = Σ, together with a smooth group action of pi = Z/p
which is homologically-trivial on X0 and free on Σ. Denote by (X, g) the non-compact
complete Riemannian manifold X = X0 ∪ End(X) where End(X) = Σ× [0,∞) and g is a
pi-invariant metric which restricts to the product metric on the end: g | End(X) = ds2 + gΣ; the
pi-action on X0 is extended in the obvious way on the infinite half-cylinder.
Consider a principal SU(2) bundle P over X (necessarily trivial), by fixing a trivialization
we get bundle maps t̂ : P → P which cover the pi-action on X. Let G(pi) = {t̂ : P → P | t ∈ pi},
then there exists an exact sequence
(2.1) 1→ G → G(pi)→ pi → 1
where G is the gauge group of P . The natural action of G(pi) on the space of connections
A(P ) is given by pull-back, and well-defined modulo gauge. So the space of connections
B(P ) = A/G up to gauge transformations inherits a G(pi)/G = pi-action. Recall the definition
of the Yang-Mills energy functional acting on the space of connections YM : A(P )→ [0,∞]
is defined by
(2.2) YM(A) = −1
8pi2
∫
X
Tr(FA ∧ ∗FA) = 1
8pi2
∫
X
|FA | 2 = ‖FA‖2L2
where FA is ad(P )-valued curvature 2-form of the connection and ∗ is the Hodge star operator
associated to the Riemannian metric. This functional is both conformally-invariant and
gauge-invariant under the action of G(P ) and so descends to a well-defined functional on
B(P ) depending only on the conformal class [g]. The critical points satisfy the Yang-Mills
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equation: d∗AFA = 0. The Hodge ∗-star operator on X extends to an involution on bundle
valued 2-forms giving rise to a splitting
(2.3) Λ2(X)⊗ adP = (Λ2+ ⊗ adP )⊕ (Λ2− ⊗ adP )
and the corresponding orthogonal ±1 - eigenspace decomposition:
(2.4) Ω2(adP ) = Ω2+(adP )⊕ Ω2−(adP )
into self-dual and anti-self dual(ASD) 2-forms. Anti-self dual connections F+A = 0 automati-
cally satisfy the Yang-Mills equations by the Bianchi identity. The L2-finite moduli-spaces
are anti-self dual connections modulo gauge with finite Yang-Mills action:
(2.5) M(X, g) = {[A] ∈ B(P ) |F+A = 0, ‖FA‖2L2 <∞}.
This space is pi-invariant when the action is by isometries. It is a fundamental result that
g-ASD connections with finite Yang-Mills energy are asymptotic to flat connections down
the cylindrical-end (see [Tau87],[MMR94],or [Don02]). Let it : Σ× {t} ↪→ Σ× [0,∞) denote
the inclusion map, then this convergence result tells us that in this non-degenerate setting
we have exponential decay to a flat connection and a well-defined limit limt→∞[i∗tA | EndX ] in
R(Σ), the representation variety of flat connections modulo gauge. Since flat connections are
pi-invariant under the action of pull back, this defines a pi-equivariant boundary map ∂∞
∂∞ :M(X, g)→ R(Σ)
[A] 7→ lim
t→∞
[i∗tA | EndX ](2.6)
We can partition the g-ASD moduli space according to its limiting flat connection:
(2.7) M(X, g) =
⊔
α∈R(Y )
M(X,α).
If X has more than one end, then there exists a boundary map for each end. When X is the
cylinder Σ× R with product metric g then there exist finite energy g-ASD connections on
the cylinder if and only if there exists a gradient-flow line for the Chern-Simons functional
connecting the flat connections on the ends [Flo88]. The energy of a g-ASD connection A is
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given by the second relative Chern number
(2.8) ` = c2(A) =
1
8pi2
∫
X
Tr(F 2A)
and this value is congruent modulo Z to the Chern-Simons invariant of the limiting flat
connection α. Thus for g-ASD connections with finite Yang-Mills action, the energy takes
on a discrete set of values determined by the Chern-Simons invariant and we get a further
decomposition according to energy valueM(X,α) = ⊔`≥0M`(X,α) with ` ≡ CS(α) mod Z.
Let δ be a positive constant and τ : X → [0,∞) denote a smoothing of the “time”
parameter on the end Σ× [0,∞) to a function that is zero on X0 and Ωik,δ(X, adP ) to be the
completion of compactly supported forms Ωi(X, adP ) by the weighted Sobolev norm L2k,δ:
(2.9) ‖a‖2k,δ =
∫
X
eδτ{ | dkA0a | 2 + · · ·+ | dA0a | 2 + | a | 2}.
Let A0 denote a connection which extends the given flat connection α and has second
relative Chern number c2(A0) = `. Denote by A`(α) = {A0 + a | a ∈ Ω12,δ(X, adP )} and
G`(α) = {u ∈ G | dA0u ∈ Ω12,δ(X, adP )} respectively, the space of connections that limit
exponentially to α on the cylindrical-end and gauge transformations that stabilize α on the
end. There is a slice theorem for the action of G0` (α)(the analogue of the based gauged group)
on A`(α) given by the Coulomb gauge condition d∗A,δa = 0, where d∗A,δ = e−δτd∗Aeδτ is the
adjoint operator with respect to the weighted norm. The framed moduli spaceM0` ⊂ A(α)/G0`
admits a smooth Γα action (the stabilizer of α) with the quotient being the genuine moduli
space M`(X,α) of exponentially decaying g-ASD connections. The results on exponential
decay tell us that these function spaces and hence the moduli space M`(X,α) capture all
the finite-energy instantons that are asymptotic to α when δ is suitably chosen.
The infinitesimal deformations of an ASD connection [A] ∈M(X, g) is given by the first
cohomology of the fundamental elliptic δ-decay complex:
(2.10) 0→ Ω03,δ(X, adP ) dA−→ Ω12,δ(X, adP )
d+A−→ Ω21,δ,+(X, adP )→ 0
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with associated elliptic operator
(2.11) DA,δ = d
∗
A,δ + d
+
A : Ω
1
2,δ(X, adP )→ Ω03,δ(X, adP )⊕ Ω21,δ,+(X, adP )
where over the End(X) this operator can be written as
(2.12) DA,δ | End(X) = ∂
∂t
+ (LA(t) − δ)
for a self-adjoint elliptic operator LA(t):
(2.13) LA(t) =
(
0 −d∗A(t)
−dA(t) ∗3dA(t)
)
with pure point real spectrum without accumulation points. The operator DA,δ is Fredholm
for δ not in the spectrum of Lα, where α is the limiting flat connection of A. The formal
dimension of the framed moduli spaceM0`(X,α) is given by IndDA,δ = IndDA + h0α and can
be computed from [APS75a], see [Sav00, p. 138]:
IndDA = −
∫
X
Aˆ(X)ch(S+ ⊗ adP )− 1
2
(dim ker(Lα)− ηα(0))
= −1
2
∫
X
(L+ E)(X)(3− 8c2(P ))− 1
2
(dim ker(Lα)− ηα(0))
= 8c2(P )− 3
2
(χ+ σ + ηθ(0))(X)− 1
2
hα +
1
2
ηα(0).
since by the Hirzebruch signature theorem
(2.14)
∫
X
1
3
p1(adP ) = Sign(X) + ηθ(0)
and the eta invariant is
(2.15) ηα(s) =
∑
λ 6=0
sign(λ) |λ | −s
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where the sum is over non zero eigenvalues of Lα [APS75a]. The relative second Chern class
is the energy on X:
(2.16) ` = c2(P ) =
1
8pi2
∫
X
Tr(F 2A) ≡ CS(α) mod Z.
Putting this together we get
(2.17) 8`− 3
2
(χ+ σ)(X)− 1
2
hα − 3
2
ηθ(0) +
1
2
ηα(0).
The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer rho invariant is ρ(α) = ηα(0) − 3ηθ(0) and this results in the
following formal dimension formula
(2.18) dimM`(X,α) = 8`− 3
2
(χ+ σ)(X)− 1
2
(h1α + h
0
α) +
1
2
ρ(α)
where hiα = dimRH
i(Σ, adα)) for i = 0, 1. The corresponding dimension formula of a
Floer-type moduli space is
(2.19) dimM`(Σ× R, α, β) = 8`− 1
2
(hα + hβ) +
1
2
(ρ(β)− ρ(α))
with hα = h
1
α + h
0
α, and similarly for hβ with ` ≡ CS(β)− CS(α) mod Z.
The moduli space of interest will be those g-ASD connections on X with finite Yang-Mills
action and asymptotic to the trivial product connection on the End(X). Since the Chern-
Simons invariant of the trivial connection vanishes we have moduli spaces M`(X, θ) with
energy ` ∈ Z+. When the intersection form is negative definite this formal dimension is given
by
(2.20) dimM`(X, θ) = 8`− 3
as in the closed negative definite case. For one unit of total Yang-Mills energy this is 5-
dimensional and with our choice of a pi-invariant Riemannian metric the anti-self duality
equations FA = − ∗ FA are pi-invariant, moreover as the action is given by orientation-
preserving isometries the charge is preserved . Thus we get an induced pi-action on M1(X, θ)
and this is the equivariant instanton-one moduli space we study to extract information about
the original pi-action on X.
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3. Uhlenbeck-Taubes Compactification
Let us recall the compactness theorem of Uhlenbeck ([Law85], [FU91],[DK90]) for the
instanton moduli space over a closed, simply-connected Riemannian four manifold (X, g).
Intuitively, if we are given an infinite sequence of uniformly bounded, g-ASD connections
without a convergent subsequence then there exists a gauge equivalent subsequence which has
a weak limit where the limiting ASD connection has a curvature density that accumulates
in integral amounts of the total energy around a finite number of points. So for a moduli
space with one unit of total energy, there can be at most one point where curvature is highly
concentrated, more precisely,
Theorem 3.1 (Uhlenbeck,[DK90]). Let (X, g) denote a smooth, simply-connected Riemann-
ian four-manifold and let {An} denote a sequence of g-ASD connection on a SU(2)-bundle
with charge c2(P ) = 1. Then there exists a subsequence also denoted by {An} such that one
of the following holds:
• For each An there exists a gauge-equivalent connection A˜n such that {A˜n} converges
in the C∞-topology on X to a ASD connection A ∈M1(X).
• There exists a point x ∈ X and trivializations ρn : X − {x} × SU(2)→ E |X−x such
that ρ∗n(An |X−x) converges in C∞-topology on compact subsets to the trivial product
connection and the curvature densities |FAn | 2 converge as measures to 8pi2δ(x).
Uhlenbeck compactness still holds in the setting of cylindrical-end four manifolds X =
X0 ∪ Σ× [0,∞). Suppose {[An]} ⊂ M1(X, θ) is an infinite sequence of g-ASD connections
on X with sup |FAn | uniformly bounded. Then after passing to a subsequence again still
denoted by {[An]}, we can still find a gauge equivalent sequence that converges on compact
subsets, but since our manifold X is non-compact, there is the possibility that curvature
escapes down the cylindrical-end and this leads to the following weak convergence. This
is the convergence without loss of energy (see [MMR94],6.3.3 or [Don02] 5.1) stated in our
setting for the moduli space M`(X, θ) which summarizes the compactness properties of a
sequence of ASD connections.
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Let [An] denote an infinite sequence of g-ASD connection in M`(X, θ) with sup |FAn |
uniformly bounded. Then there exists principal SU(2) bundles P (0), ..., P (k) with P (0)→ X
and P (1), ..., P (k)→ Σ× R together with L2-finite g-ASD connections A(i) on P (i).
There exits a sequence of positive real numbers {Tn(i)} for i = 1...k. with the following
properties
• Tn(1) < Tn(2) < ... < Tn(k) for all n,
• limn→∞ Tn(i) =∞ for i = 1, ..., k,
• limn→∞(Tn(i)− Tn(i− 1)) =∞ for i = 2, ..., k.
such that the following holds
(1) [An] converges in the C
∞-topology on compact subsets of X to [A(0)] and the curvature
densities | TrF 2An | converge in the sense of measures on compact subsets to | TrF 2A(0) | .
(2) the translations [c∗Tn(i)An | Σ×R] converge in the C∞-topology on compact subsets of Σ×R
to [A(i)] and the curvature densities | TrF 2c∗
Tn(i)
An
| converge in the sense of measures on
compact subsets to | TrF 2A(i) | for i : 1, ..., k. Here cT : Σ×R→ Σ×R is the translation
by T in the “time” factor.
(3) (no loss of energy) ` =
∑k
i=0 `i where `i = c2(A(i)) the second relative Chern number,
with `0 ≡ CS(A(0)) mod Z and `i ≡ CS(A(i+ 1))− CS(A(i)) mod Z.
(4) The limiting flat connections have compatible boundary values ∂∞([A(0)]) = ∂−∞([A(1)])
and ∂−∞([A(i)]) = ∂
+
∞([A(i+ 1)]) and [Ak] = θ.
Weak limits are defined as a tuple of gauge equivalence class of L2-finite ASD connections
[A] := ([A0], [A1], · · · , [θ]) where [A0] ∈ M`0(X,α0) and [Ai] ∈ M`i(Σ× R, αi−1, αi), αi are
flat connections on Σ and have compatible boundary values ∂∞(Ai) = ∂∞(Ai+1). So the
“ends” of the moduli space M1(X, θ) are parametrized by products of the form
(3.1) M`0(X,α0)×M`1(Σ× R, α0, α1)× ...×M`k(Σ× R, αk−1, θ).
with
∑
i `i = 1.
The question of which points in X parametrize the centers of highly concentrated curvature
of ASD connections is provided by the Taubes map which constructs nearly anti-self dual
connections on X by grafting the standard instanton on the four sphere S4 to the trivial
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product connection on X using a cut-off function. This process disturbs anti-self duality but
the self-dual part acquires a small uniform bound on the curvature and this allows for a small
perturbation so that the resulting connection is anti-self dual. We outline the construction
below, see [Tau87] for details and also [BKS90] for the equivariant case.
Choose an oriented orthonormal frame at a point x ∈ X to identify a neighborhood of x
with a small ball of radius λ0. Since X has bounded geometry we can make this choice of λ0
independent of the point by letting it be less than the injectivity radius of X. Define a degree
one map f : X → S4 which maps the point x to the north pole and collapses everything
outside the ball to the south-pole. Take the standard instanton I on a principal SU(2) bundle
Q with c2(Q) = 1 with concentration 1/λ at the north-pole for λ ∈ (0, λ0). Pulling back I
and extending it using a cut-off function to be trivially flat outside of the ball neighborhood
gives a connection A(x, λ) which satisfies the following bounds:
(3.2)
(∫
X
eτδ |FA | p
)1/p
≤ (const)eτδ/pλ4/p−2
and the self dual part
(3.3)
(∫
X
eτδ |F+A | p
)1/p
≤ (const)eτδ/pλ2/p
a different choice of orthonormal frame gives a gauge-equivalent connection. The Taubes
map is given by T : X × (0, λ0)→ B(P ) sending (x, λ) to [A(x, λ)]. Consider a perturbation
term A(x, λ) + a(x, λ) with the condition that F+A+a = 0, this leads to the following equation
(3.4) 0 = F+A + d
+
Aa+ (a ∧ a)+
and since the operator d+A is not elliptic, the condition a = d
∗
Au for some u ∈ Ω+X(adP ) is
imposed. Now the equation to be solved is:
(3.5) d+Ad
∗
Au = −F+A − (d∗Au ∧ d∗Au)+
for a smooth solution u which then gives an ASD connection A˜(x, λ) = A(x, λ)+a(x, λ) where
a = d∗Au. Note that the linearized equation d
+
Ad
∗
Au = −F+A has a solution if and only if the
first eigenvalue of d+Ad
∗
A is positive ([Law85],[FU91]). It is at this stage that the intersection
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form of X being negative definite plays a role. The original equation is solved by an iterative
scheme (see [Law85], [Tau82]). Define a map T˜ : X × (0, λ0)→M1(X, θ) sending [A(x, λ)]
to [A˜(x, λ)].
Proposition 3.2 ([Tau87]). There exists δ1 > 0 such that for any δ ∈ (0, δ1), the moduli
space M1(X, θ) is non-empty. There is an open set K ⊂M1(X, θ) such that for small λ0,
K is diffeomorphic to X × (0, λ0) and isotopic in B to the image of the Taubes map T˜ .
Here δ denotes the δ-decay used in the Sobolev completion. Since pi acts by orientation
preserving isometries and the metric is pi-invariant we have by construction
(3.6) t · T˜ (x, λ) = T˜ (t · x, λ).
This gives an equivariant collar in the moduli space and a partial compactification
(3.7) M1(X, θ) =M1(X, θ) ∪X × (0, λ0)
consisting of ASD connections with highly concentrated curvature. In particular, the equi-
variant moduli space M1(X, θ) is non-empty when Xpi is non-empty. For connections
[A] ∈ X × (0, λ0) Taubes also gives that H2A = 0 [Law85, Theorem 3.38, pg. 81] so that a
neighborhood of the collar is smooth 5-manifold and these connections are irreducible. The
fixed set Xpi give rise a family of ASD connections which correspond to an equivariant lifts of
the pi-action on X to a pi = Z/2p-action on the principal SU(2)-bundle.
We give an outline below, for more details see [BM93] or [HL92]. Let Diff(X) denote the
group of diffeomorphisms of X then there is an exact sequence:
(3.8) 1→ G(P )→ Aut(P )→ Diff(X)
where Aut(P ) are bundle automorphisms of P which do not necessarily cover the identity. A
lift of the pi-action to P is a homomorphism pi → Aut(P ) which projects back to pi under the
above map to Diff(X). Let G(pi) ⊂ Aut(P ) denote the bundle automorphisms which cover
the pi-action on X, then we also have an exact sequence:
(3.9) 1→ G(P )→ G(pi)→ pi → 1
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Figure 1. The instanton one moduli spaceM1(X, θ) of ASD connections asymptotic
to the trivial flat connection and one unit of total Yang-Mills energy has a collar
end as in the closed definite case. The fixed set propagates a family of fixed ASD
connections into the moduli space, each corresponding to equivariant lifts of the
pi-action to the principal SU(2)-bundle which leave a one-parameter(respectively
three-parameter) family of connections pi-invariant. The equivariant lifts can be
determined by pulling-back an equivariant bundle on the four sphere at the ideal
boundary.
The natural action of G(pi) on A(P ) is well-defined up to gauge transformations so we get
an induced action of G(pi)/G(P ) = pi on B(P ). Let [A] denote a pi-fixed connection in B(P )
then the following sequence is exact:
(3.10) 1→ GA → GA(pi)→ pi → 1
where GA denotes the stabilizer of A in the gauge group and GA(pi) denotes the stabilizer
in Aut(P ). There then exists a lift of the action on X to the principal bundle leaving
the connection A invariant if and only if the above sequence splits. For irreducible SO(3)
connections the existence and uniqueness of a lift follows since GA is trivial, but for irreducible
pi-fixed connections [A] we have GA = {±1} and so we have GA(pi) is either Z/2p or Z/p×Z/2.
So for p is odd we can consider the double cover pi = Z/2p acting on the bundle which
covers the pi-action on X and leaves the connection A pi-invariant. Choosing a different
representative in [A] gives an equivalent lift and if I is a set parametrizing equivalence classes
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of lifts then we get disjoint union of the fixed set
(3.11) Fix(B∗, pi) =
⊔
i∈I
A∗i /Gi =
⊔
i∈I
B∗i
where Ai are i-invariant connections and Gi are i-invariant gauge transformations. The fixed
sets may intersect at a reducible where GA 6= 1 there may be more than one lift of the action
leaving A invariant. In our application there are no reducible ASD connections [Tau87, p.
403].
Theorem 3.3 ([Fur89],[BM93]). The image of Bi in B is closed, B∗i is a closed smooth
submanifold of B∗.
We will study the pi-equivariant compactification of the fixed-set M1(X, θ)pi which originates
in the Taubes collar to obtain information about the original pi-action on X.
4. Equivariant General Position
In the non-equivariant setting, the argument in Freed and Uhlenbeck can be adapted to
show that for a Baire set of metrics g which restrict to a product metric on the End(X)
the moduli space M1(X, θ) is a smooth 5-dimensional manifold. In the equivariant setting
we have a theorem of Cho [Cho91] on the existence of a Baire set of pi-invariant metrics
on X such that all the components of the fixed set M1(X, θ)pi are either empty or smooth
manifolds. This pi-invariant version of Freed and Uhlenbeck is also valid on cylindrical-end
4-manifolds (it was used in [BKS90]). Even though M1(X, θ)pi is smooth if non-empty, it
may not have smooth pi-invariant neighborhoods and in general the surrounding moduli space
can be highly singular. The next possible approach would be to perturb the anti-self duality
equations at the chart level by passing to the Kuranashi model
(4.1) φ : H1A → H2A
as in Donaldson [Don83]. In the equivariant case H1A and H
2
A are finite dimensional real
pi-representation spaces and the obstruction to the existence of an equivariant perturbation is
(4.2) [H1A]− [H2A] ∈ R+(pi)
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being an actual real representation. Hambleton and Lee in [HL92] applied the theory of
equivariant general position of Bierstone [Bie77] to equivariant moduli spaces. Bierstone’s
approach is to first consider defining the problem of equivariant transversality at the origin
of W with respect to 0 ∈ V of a smooth, f : V → W two G-vector spaces V and W . The
space C∞G (V,W ) of smooth G-equivariant maps is a module over the ring C∞G (V ) of smooth
G-invariant functions on V . Then there exists a finite set of polynomial generators F1, · · ·Fk
of C∞G (V,W ) so that
(4.3) f(x) =
k∑
i=1
hi(x)Fi(x)
where hi(x) ∈ C∞G (V ). We can write this slightly differently as
(4.4) f(x) = U ◦ graph(h(x))
where U : V × Rk → R defined by U(x, h) = ∑ki=1 hiFi(x) and graph(h) : V → V × Rk
defined by graph(h(x)) = (x, h1(x), · · · , hk(x)). Then f−1(0) = U−1(0)∩graph(h). The affine
algebraic variety U−1(0) has a natural pi-equivariant minimum Whitney stratification. Let
f : V → W be a smooth map between G-vector spaces, then f is in G-equivariant general
position with respect to 0 ∈ W at 0 ∈ V if the graph of h is stratum-wise transverse to
the affine algebraic variety U−1(0) at 0 ∈ V . This notion is well-defined in the sense that it
does not depend on the choice of generators Fi and hi. The subspace of smooth equivariant
maps in general position with respect to 0 is open and dense in C∞G (V,W ) with respect to
the C∞-topology. This result is extended to the infinite dimensional setting by Hambleton
and Lee [HL92]. In our case we adapt Floer’s method [Flo88, 2c] to make equivariant
perturbations of the ASD equations over a cylindrical-end four manifold X to obtain moduli
spaces in Bierstone general position (see [HL92] for the case of a closed 4-manifold X and
chart-by-chart perturbations).
For these we use Wilson loop perturbations in free pi-orbits of embedded circles in X. The
non-equivariant case is described in [Don87, p. 400-401]. We will review the construction
of these equivariant perturbations below with notation from [Sav00, p. 129-130]. Let
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γ : S1 ×D3 → X be an embedded loop in X which is slightly thickened. Given a connection
A and x ∈ γ(S2 × D3) let HolA(γ, x) denote the holonomy around the loop γx parallel to
γ. If we denote by Π : SU(2)→ su(2) the map u 7→ u− 1
2
tr(u) Id then Π HolA(γ) defines a
section on ad(P ) over γ(S1 ×D3). If ω is 2-form compactly supported in γ(S1 ×D3) then
(4.5) η(ω, γ, A) = ω ⊗ Π HolA(γ) ∈ Ω2(X, adP )
Now given a finite set of embedded loops γi and 2-forms ωi for i = 1 . . .m then define a linear
combination
(4.6) σ(A) =
m∑
i
εiη(ωi, γi, A)
and consider the perturbed ASD equations
(4.7) FA = − ∗ FA + σ+(A).
where σ+(A) is the orthogonal projection onto Ω
2
+(X, adP ). In the equivariant setting we
use pi-orbits of m freely embedded loops γi and consider
(4.8) σ(A) =
m∑
i=1
∑
s∈pi
εiη((s
−1)∗ωi, s(γi), A)
and define
(4.9) σ̂(A) =
∑
t∈pi
(t−1)∗σ(t∗A).
The perturbed section F+A + σ̂+(A) is now G(pi)-equivariant and so the perturbed moduli
space inherit a pi-action as before.
Since Bierstone general position is an open-dense condition, a generic equivariant pertur-
bation of the ASD equations give the moduli spaces the structure of a Whitney stratified
space (see [Bie77] or [HL92] for details).
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5. Proof of Theorem A
We begin with a lemma to determine the equivariant bundle structure using the Taubes
map in terms of the weights of the isotropy representation over the fixed-points. These
weights ±λ are given by a representation pi → SU(2) over a fixed point:
(5.1) t˜ 7→
(
t˜λ
t˜−λ
)
for a lift of the pi action on X to a pi = Z/2p action on the principal SU(2) bundle, where t˜
is the generator.
Lemma 5.1. If a fixed point has rotation numbers C2(a, b) then the the equivariant lift it
generates in the moduli space has isotropy representations over the fiber of this point given
by Z/2p-weights ±(b − a) and over the other fixed points ±(a + b). Similarly for the fixed
2-spheres.
Proof. Choose a pi-invariant disk around the fixed point and use the map f : X → S4 in the
Taubes construction. We can then pull-back a equivariant pi-bundle Q over the four sphere
with c2(Q) = 1 [FL86], together with its one-parameter family of pi-invariant instantons. 
Suppose there are at least three fixed points of the pi-action pi, say with rotation numbers
(a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3). Each of these fixed points lies at the Taubes collar of the moduli
space and is part of a pi-fixed arc γi. We would like to show that none of these arcs can
connect with each other in the irreducible component of the moduli space.
Lemma 5.2 ([HL95]). If the pi-action has at least 3 fixed points then the γi represent distinct
equivariant bundle structures and are therefore disjoint in M∗1(X, θ).
Proof. Suppose γ connects p1 and p2, the normal bundle information is propagated along this
oriented arc and gives a canceling pair so that (a2, b2) = (a1,−b1). We will use the presence
of the third distinct fixed point p3 to get a contradiction. Because the point p1 is fixed, there
is an pi-invariant ball B(p1) with a linear action so this allows us to construct an equivariant
degree one map f1 : X 7→ S4, now we can pull-back the equivariant bundle structure Q 7→ S4
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via f1 and get an equivariant bundle (X, f
∗
1Q). Similarly, we can do this with a map f2
about the point p2, this gives an equivariant bundle structure (X, f
∗
2Q
′). Since these bundle
structures are equivalent, the isotropy at p3 has to agree and a comparison shows that either
2a ≡ 0 (mod p) or 2b ≡ 0 (mod p), in either case we get a contradiction. 
The following lemma deals with the case of a fixed 2-sphere and its 3-dimensional stratum.
Lemma 5.3. If a fixed 2-sphere in X0 represents a non-trivial homology class with non-zero
self-intersection, then the 3-dimensional pi-fixed stratum generated at the Taubes boundary
cannot bound off in M∗1(X, θ).
Proof. A fixed 2-sphere S in X represents a non-trivial homology class [S] ∈ H2(X,Z). Let F
denote the 3-dimensional stratum in the moduli space which arises from the Taubes boundary
and suppose ∂F = S. Let [c] = µ([S]) ∈ H2(B∗,Z) and i : X → M1(X, θ) denote the
inclusion map, then i∗µ([S]) is the Poincare´ dual PD([S]) ∈ H2(X,Z) ([DK90] 5.3)and so
〈i∗c, ∂[F ]〉 evaluates non-trivially. On the other hand, we have 〈i∗c, ∂[F ]〉 = 〈i∗δ(c), [F ]〉 = 0
giving a contradiction. Thus F cannot bound off in the moduli space. 
The previous lemmas indicate that the fixed set must have an end that is not part of the
Taubes collar and according to the Uhlenbeck compactness result applicable here, must lead
to energy splitting down the cylindrical end. We first rule out the case of a trivial splitting:
Lemma 5.4. If the pi-action has at least 3 fixed points, then one-dimensional fixed set
generated by the fixed points in the Taubes boundary X × (0, λ0) cannot split energy in the
equivariant compactification of M1(X, θ) by M0(X, θ)×M1(θ, θ).
Proof. The idea is thatM0(X, θ) has zero energy, so it leaves behind a flat equivariant bundle
which identifies the isotropy over the fibers of each fixed point. Suppose γ is a one-parameter
family of pi-fixed ASD connections generated at the Taubes boundary from the fixed point
with rotation numbers (a, b). Then the corresponding equivariant lift has isotropy over the
fiber of this fixed point with weight ±(b− a) and ±(a + b) over the other fixed points. In
such a energy splitting a flat equivariant bundle identifies the isotropy over all the points, so
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a + b = ±(b− a) and this forces either 2a ≡ 0 (mod p) or 2b ≡ 0 (mod p). Since p is odd
and (a, b) are rotation numbers for a fixed-point we get a contradiction. 
According to the above lemmas, the equivariant compactification of the fixed-setM1(X, θ)pi
that arises from the Taubes boundary Xpi × (0, λ0) must limit to a connection that takes
energy down the cylindrical-end Σ(2, 3, 5)× [0,∞) and splits non-trivial energy. This will
involve the flat connections of Σ(2, 3, 5), which as representations α of the fundamental group
into SU(2) are determined by rotation numbers (`1, `2, `3) and for Σ(2, 3, 5) there are only
two irreducible representations [Sav00]. We record here a table that gives the necessary values
for index calculations.
α (`1, `2, `3) µ(α) ρ(α)/2 −CS(α) ∈ (0, 1]
1 (1,2,2) 5 -97/30 49/120
2 (1,2,4) 1 -73/30 1/120
Table 1. For each flat connection α of Σ(2, 3, 5) are listed values for the Floer
µ-index modulo 8, one-half the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer ρ-invariant and minus the
Chern-Simons invariant of the given flat connection ([FS90]). The values for the
ρ-invariant can be computed using a flat SO(3)-cobordism to a disjoint union of lens
spaces (see [Sav00, p. 144]
.
The energy in M(αi, θ) is given by −CS(Σ(2, 3, 5), αi) mod Z ∈ (0, 1] ([FS90], [Sav00, p.
101]). In an energy splitting, the moduli space has an end given by a local diffeomorphism
M`0(X,α0)×α0M`1(α0, α1)×α1 · · · ×αk−1M`k(αk−1, θ)→M1(X, θ)
where {αi}k−1i=1 are irreducible flat connections on Σ(2, 3, 5) – this then leads to a dimension
count
5 = dimM`0(X,α0) +
k∑
i=1
dimM`i(αi−1, αi)
with αk = θ and as the convergence is without loss of energy we get the condition
∑k
i=0 `i = 1.
The dimensions can be determined modulo 8 by the formulas
(5.2) dimM(α, β) ≡ µ(α)− µ(β)− dim Stab(β) (mod 8)
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and dimM(X,α) ≡ −µ(α)− 3 (mod 8) [Flo88] where µ is the Floer index and µ(θ) = −3.
Imposing the energy condition allows one to determine the exact geometric dimensions and
since there are only 2 irreducible flat connections on Σ(2, 3, 5) denoted by α1 = (1, 2, 2) and
α2 = (1, 2, 4) we have only the possibilities in Table 2.
Charge-Splitting Dimension Energy
A M(X,α1)×M(α1, θ) 0+5 71/120+49/120=1
B M(X,α1)×M(α1, α2)×M(α2, θ) 0+4+1 71/120+2/5+1/120=1
C M(X,α2)×M(α2, θ) 4+1 119/120+1/120=1
D M(X, θ)×M(θ, θ) 0+5 0+1
Table 2. All possible energy splitting in the compactification of M1(X, θ).
Figure 2. The figure shows the charge splitting that can occur for Σ(2, 3, 5). The
number above is the Yang-Mills energy and is given by CS(β) − CS(α) (mod Z)
put in the range (0, 1]. The value below is the formal dimension of ASD connections
with the corresponding fixed energy. As energy is conserved, the total sum of the
energy values is one and the sum of the formal dimensions is 5.
Let Σ(b = 0, (a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3)) be the Seifert invariants Σ(a1, a2, a3) and pi = Z/p act
as the standard action on Σ(a1, a2, a3). Then the quotient Q = Σ/pi is a rational homology
sphere(or a Z-homology lens space) with Seifert invariants Q(b = 0; (ai, pbi)); we will need
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a formula for the Chern-Simons invariant of reducible flat connections on Q. Note that
if we take the p-fold cover we get the trivial product connection on Σ(a1, a2, a3) and as
Chern-Simons is multiplicative under finite covers we expect an expression of the form
CS(Q,α(k)) ≡ n
p
mod Z
for some integer n. That this is indeed the case can be verified using Auckly’s formula in
[Auc94]:
Theorem 5.5. CS(Q,α(k)) ≡ n0k
p
(mod Z) where n0 satisfies n0a1a2a3 ≡ k (mod p).
Proof. This is obtained by using a representation ρ(n0, n1, n2, n3) : pi1(Q)→ U(1) where n0
satisfies a1a2a3 · n0 ≡ k (mod p) and ni = bi for i 6= 0. This representation sends h→ e2piik/p
and xi 7→ 1. The Seifert invariants satisfy
(5.3)
∑
i
bi
ai
=
p
a1a2a3
and the formula for the Chern-Simons invariant of the corresponding flat connection is given
in [Auc94, p.234] as
CS(Q, ρ) ≡ −
3∑
j=1
ρjn
2
j + nj(n0 + c/2 +
∑3
i=1 ni/ai)/(b+
∑
i bi/ai)
aj
− (n0 + c/2)(n0 + c/2 +
∑
i ni/ai)
b+
∑
i bi/ai
(mod Z)
with c = 0 and ρj satisfies ajσj − bjρj = 1 for some integers σj. This then simplifies to n0k
p
mod Z. 
The Chern-Simons invariants for the irreducible flat connections on Q can be computed by
using an SO(3) flat cobordism to a disjoint union of lens spaces as with Σ(a1, a2, a3) but also
again from [Auc94, p.232].
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Theorem 5.6 ([Auc94]). For an irreducible flat SU(2) connection α on Q
(5.4) CS(Q,α) ≡ −
3∑
i=1
(
ρi`i
2
ai
+
`i
ai
) +
1
4
(b+
3∑
i=1
pbi
ai
) (mod Z)
where ρi satisfies aiσi − (pbi)ρi = 1 for some integers σi, i = 1..3.
We now investigate whether any of the charge splittings given in Table 2 contain pi-fixed
ASD connections:
(5.5) Mpi`0(X,α0)×α0Mpi`1(α0, α1)×α1 · · · ×αk−1Mpi`k(αk−1, θ)→Mpi1 (X, θ)
It follows from immediately from Lemma 5.4 that case D is ruled out. We now rule out
the possibility of a 1-dimensional fixed set in the equivariant moduli space (M1(X, θ), pi)
splitting in case B of Table 2.
Lemma 5.7. The moduli space M`(α1, α2) does not support pi-fixed ASD connections with
energy ` = 2/5 for any odd prime p ≥ 7.
Proof. If there exists a pi-fixed ASD connection with energy ` = 2/5 in Mpi` (α1, α2) then
it corresponds to an equivariant lift of the pi-action to the principal bundle which leaves
that connection invariant. Since a pi-invariant connection descends to an SO(3) connection
on the cylinder Q× R where Q = Σ(2, 3, 5)/pi is a rational homology 3-sphere, the moduli
space in the quotient must be non-empty. Let α′1 and α
′
2 denote the irreducible limiting
flat connections on Q× R. The connection in the quotient has energy or Pontryagin charge
4`/p = 8/5p, however, a non-empty moduli space must have energy that is congruent modulo
4Z (cf. [Sav00, Remark 5.6, p. 102]) to the difference of the SO(3) Chern-Simons invariants
CS(Q,α′2)−CS(Q,α′1). It follows from Auckly’s formula (Theorem 2.4.7) that this difference
has the form n/30 for some integer n. But now
n
30
is not congruent to
8
5p
mod 4Z since if two
rational numbers are congruent modulo integers then they must have the same denominator,
but the former has denominator at most 30 and for the latter p ≥ 7. It must be then that
Mpi` (α1, α2) is empty. 
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It remains then to investigate the remaining cases M`(αi, θ); a similar argument as above
provides the following more general proposition which will give us a necessary condition for
the existence of pi-invariant ASD connections:
Proposition 5.8. Suppose a principal SU(2) bundle over Σ(a1, a2, a3)×R admits pi-invariant
ASD connections with energy ` ≡ e
2
4a1a2a3
∈ (0, 1] asymptotic to an irreducible flat connection
α at −∞ and the trivial product at +∞. Then this connection descends to an SO(3) ASD
connection on the quotient Q× R with energy 4`/p which limits to an irreducible connection
still denoted by α at −∞ and a flat U(1)-reducible connection β at +∞ which has SO(3)-
holonomy number ±e (mod p).
Proof. Since an invariant connection descends to a SO(3) ASD connection, the moduli space
in the quotient is non-empty, this again gives the relation between the SO(3) Chern-Simons
invariants
(5.6) CS(Q, β)− CS(Q,α) ≡ 4`
p
≡ e
2
pa1a2a3
mod 4Z
But the Chern-Simons invariant of the reducible connection is given by CS(Q, β(k)) ≡ n0k
p
for some integer n0 such that n0(a1a2a3) ≡ k (mod p) and where k is the SO(3) holonomy
number of the representation β(k). On the other hand we have CS(Q,α) ≡ m
a1a2a3
for some
integer m. Taking the difference gives
n0k(a1a2a3)−mp
p(a1a2a3)
≡ e
2
p(a1a2a3)
mod 4Z(5.7)
This implies that the numerators are congruent modulo 4p(a1a2a3)Z and so gives
(5.8) k2 ≡ e2 (mod p)
since Z/p has no zero divisors completes the proof. 
This proposition gives a necessary condition for Σ(a1, a2, a3)×R with flat limits an irreducible
at −∞ and θ at +∞ to admit invariant ASD connections: the numerator in the energy must
be a square integer.
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The irreducible flat connections α1 and α2 on Σ(2, 3, 5) descend to irreducible flat connec-
tions on the quotient Σ(2, 3, 5)/pi which we still denote by αi.
Theorem 5.9. Let Q denote the rational homology sphere quotient Σ(2, 3, 5)/pi and ` =
49/120. Then the formal dimension of the moduli space M4`/p(Q× R, α1, β) of SO(3)-ASD
connections on the cylinder Q×R with energy 4`/p that limit to α1 at −∞ and to a reducible
connection β at +∞ is 1 when the holonomy representation of the flat connection β is ±7
(mod p). Similarly, when ` = 1/120 the formal dimension of M4`/p(Q× R, α2, β) is 1 when
the holonomy representation of the flat connection β is ±1 (mod p).
Proof. This follows from the proposition. 
Proof of Theorem A: Suppose there exists a smooth extension to X0 with isolated
fixed points. If a fixed-point of the pi-action on X0 has rotation numbers (a, b) where a, b
are non-zero integers well-defined modulo p then there is an equivariant lift corresponding
to the 1-parameter family of pi-fixed ASD connections in Mpi1 (X, θ) that it generates at
the Taubes boundary. This is a pi-action on the principal SU(2) bundle and has isotropy
representation over the fixed point p = (a, b) with weights ±(b− a) and the action on the
P | End(X) = Σ(2, 3, 5)× [0,∞)× SU(2) is given by
(5.9) t˜ · (x, s, U) = (tx, s, φ(t˜)U)
where s ∈ R, U ∈ SU(2) and φ is the isotropy representation pi → SU(2) at ∞ with weights
±(a+ b):
(5.10) t˜ 7→
(
t˜a+b
t˜−(a+b)
)
we can mod out by the involution to get the pi-equivariant adjoint SO(3)-bundle over
Σ(2, 3, 5)×R with action given by the adjoint representation :t 7→
(
1
ta+b
)
with Z/p = 〈t〉.
In the limit at +∞ on Σ(2, 3, 5)×R the trivial product connection descends to a flat reducible
connection on Q whose SO(3) holonomy representation is isomorphic to the adjoint isotropy
representation adφ. Since this holonomy is ±1 and ±7 (mod p) this completes the proof. 
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The equivariant plumbing actions predict the existence of non-empty Floer type moduli
spaces with fractional Yang-Mills energy, these dimensions can be computed by an index
calculation using [APS75a]:
(5.11) dimM4`/p(Q× R, α, β) = 8`
p
− 1
2
(hα + hβ) +
1
2
(ρβ(Q)− ρα(Q)).
Since α is irreducible and β is reducible we have hα = 0 and hβ = 1. The rho invariants for
reducible flat connections are determined by Kwasik-Lawson ([KL93], p.40) and are given by
(5.12) ρβ(Q)(l) = −2
p
p−1∑
k=1
sin2(
pikl
p
) +
2
30p
p−1∑
k=1
csc2(
pik
p
) sin2(
pikl
p
)
+
3∑
i=1
2
pai
p−1∑
m1=0
ai−1∑
m2=1
cot(
pim2
ai
) cot(
pim1
p
− pim2bi
ai
) sin2(
pim1l
p
)
where l is the rotation number for the holonomy representation of β in SO(3). For irreducible
flat connections α, the rho invariants can be calculated by an SO(3)-flat cobordism to a
union of lens spaces L(ai, pbi) using the mapping cylinder for the Seifert fibration of Q [Yu91]
as in the case of Σ(a1, a2, a3) [Sav00, p. 144]. In this way, the linear equivariant plumbing
actions give us that the moduli space M`(Q× R, α2, β) for ` = 1/120 is non-empty and we
get the following dimension:
(5.13) dimM`(Q× R, α2, β) = 8
p
(
1
120
)− 1
2
+
1
2
(ρβ(Q)(1)− ρα2(Q)) = 1.
If we now imagine turning-on a non-linear smooth pi extension to X0, we don’t know if
M`(Q× R, α1, β) for ` = 49/120 is non-empty but we have the following formal dimension:
(5.14) dimM`(Q× R, α1, β) = 8
p
(
49
120
)− 1
2
+
1
2
(ρβ(Q)(7)− ρα1(Q)) = 1.
We have obtained congruence relations that give constraints on the rotation data for the
fixed points of a smooth extension. The next natural step is check these constraints against
the G-signature theorem and we do this in the next two sections.
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6. G-Signature for 4-Manifolds with Boundary
For smooth, closed and orientable 4-manifolds X, recall that the Hodge star operator
induces an involution τ 2 = 1 on the complexified sections of forms Ω∗ = ⊕kC∞(ΛkTX ⊗ C)
splitting it into ±1 eigenspaces Ω+ ⊕ Ω−. The signature operator D+ = d + d∗ restricted
to Ω+ → Ω− is an elliptic operator whose index is the signature Sign(X) = b+2 − b−2 of the
non-degenerate quadratic form on H2(X;R). When a finite group G acts by orientation
preserving isometries on X, the cotangent bundle, as an equivariant bundle over X has an
action that commutes with the Hodge star operator, so we get a G-invariant elliptic operator
D+ whose G-index is a complex virtual representation of G.
(6.1) IndG(D
+) = H+ −H− ∈ R(G).
The associated character or Lefschetz number
L(g,D+) = tr(g)(IndG(D
+)) = tr(g) |H2+ − tr(g) |H2−
is called the g-signature and denoted by Sign(X, g). Note that when the action of G is
homologically trivial, the g-signature coincides with the usual signature.
The g-signature can be computed from the fixed set by the Atiyah-Singer fixed point index
theorem. We restrict to the case when G is a finite cyclic group of odd prime order Z/p = 〈t〉,
with t = e2pii/p and let TpiX = C2(ai, bi) be the local representation data over the fixed points
pi for a homologically trivial action, then
(6.2) Sign(X0) =
∑
i
(
tai + 1
tai − 1
)(
tbi + 1
tbi − 1
)
− 4
∑
j
αjt
cj
(tcj − 1)2
where αj are the self-intersections of the fixed 2-spheres and cj is the rotation number of the
normal bundle.
Let us now come to the situation where X0 denotes a smooth, compact, simply connected
four-manifold with boundary ∂X0 = Σ an integral homology 3-sphere. If a free Z/p = 〈t〉
action on Σ extends to a locally linear, homologically-trivial action on X0 (not necessarily free)
then the G-signature theorem for manifolds with boundary is given in Atiyah-Patodi-Singer
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[APS75b]:
(6.3) Sign(X0, t) = L(X0, t)− ηt(0)
where L(X0, t) is the term occurring in the closed manifold case and ηt(0) is the equivariant
eta invariant of Σ or the G-signature defect. This invariant depends only on the 3-manifold
Σ and not on how the action extends to the bounding four manifold X0 nor does it depend
on which four manifold is equivariantly bounding it. To see this, suppose the action on Σ
extends to another four manifold X1, then consider the G-signature theorem on the closed
four manifold X0 ∪Σ −X1 to see that the G-signature defect terms are the same.
When the boundary ∂X0 = Σ(a1, a2, a3) is a Seifert fibered homology sphere, thought of as
a link of a complex surface singularity, has a canonical negative definite resolution X˜0 given by
plumbing disk bundles over 2-spheres. Let L(X˜0, t) denote the g-signature terms coming from
the extension given by equivariant plumbing to an action on it’s negative definite resolution
X˜0. Since the actions are homologically trivial this gives the equation L(X0, t)−L(X˜0, t) = 0
in Q(t). When written out using the contribution from the Lefschetz numbers we get:
(6.4)
∑
i
(
tai + 1
tai − 1
)(
tbi + 1
tbi − 1
)
−
∑
j
(
ta˜j + 1
ta˜j − 1
)(
tb˜j + 1
tb˜j − 1
)
+
∑
`
4α˜`t
c˜`
(tc˜` − 1)2 = 0
with rotation numbers (a˜j, b˜j) and with c˜` the rotation numbers on the normal bundle of the
fixed-spheres in X˜0. We will follow [HLM89] to obtain congruence relations that relate the
rotation numbers from a general extension with those of the linear plumbing action. To do this,
recall that
ta − 1
t− 1 are units in the ring of cyclotomic integers when a and p are relatively prime.
Multiplying both sides by (t− 1)2 induces an equation in the R = Z[t]/(1 + t+ t2 + · · ·+ tp−1).
Let I be the principal ideal generated by (t− 1), we will compute the lower order terms of
the I-adic expansion R̂ = lim←−R/I
n which has coefficients in R/I ≡ Z/p. To compute these
coefficients we lift the equation to Z[t] and compute the Taylor expansion about t = 1 and
reduce the coefficients modulo the prime p. The indeterminacy under the lift, which comes
from the Taylor expansion of the cyclotomic polynomial 1 + t+ t2 · · · tp−1, only affects terms
of order greater than equal to p− 1, since p in the ring R has I-adic valuation equal to p− 1.
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The first term in equation 6.4 has expansion
(6.5)
∑
i
4
aibi
+
4
aibi
(t− 1) + 1
3
(
a2i + b
2
i + 1
aibi
)
(t− 1)2
− 1
180
(
a4i + b
4
i − 5a2i b2i + 3
aibi
)
(t− 1)4 · · ·
and similarly for the second expression. The last term has the Taylor expansion
(6.6) 4
∑
`
α˜`
c˜2`
+
α˜`
c˜2`
(t− 1)2 − 1
12
α˜`
c˜2`
(c˜2` − 1)(t− 1)2
+
α˜`
120
(c˜` − 1)(c˜3` + c˜2` + c˜` + 1)
c˜2`
(t− 1)4 · · ·
which when equating coefficients give the following congruence relations:∑
i
4
aibi
−
∑
j
4
a˜j b˜j
+ 4
∑
`
α˜`
c˜2`
≡ 0 (mod p)(6.7a)
1
3
∑
i
a2i + b
2
i + 1
aibi
− 1
3
∑
j
a˜2j + b˜
2
j + 1
a˜j b˜j
+
1
3
∑
`
α˜`
c˜2`
(c˜2` − 1) ≡ 0 (mod p)(6.7b)
−1
180
∑
i
a4i + b
4
i − 5a2i b2i + 3
aibi
+
1
180
∑
j
a˜4j + b˜
4
j − 5a˜2j b˜2j + 3
a˜j b˜j
(6.7c)
+
∑
`
4α˜`
120
(c˜` − 1)(c˜3` + c˜2` + c˜` + 1)
c˜2`
≡ 0 (mod p)
When p ≥ 7, the values for (a˜j, b˜j) which arise from equivariant plumbing along the E8
diagram are given by
{(−4, 5), (−3, 4), (−2, 3), (−2, 3), (−1, 2), (−1, 2), (−1, 2)}.
The central node in the plumbing diagram is a fixed 2 sphere with self-intersection α˜ = −2
and the rotation on the normal fiber is c˜ ≡ 1 (mod p). Plugging in these values in the
congruence equations proves the following
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Theorem 6.1. If p ≥ 7, suppose a free Z/p action on Σ(2, 3, 5) extends to a locally linear,
homologically trivial action on a four manifold X0 with even negative definite intersection
form QX0 = −E8 with only isolated fixed points with local rotation data C2(ai, bi), then the
following congruence relations for the rotation numbers hold:∑
i
1
aibi
≡ 1
30
(mod p)(6.8)
∑
i
a2i + b
2
i + 1
aibi
≡ −269
15
(mod p)(6.9)
∑
i
a4i + b
4
i − 5a2i b2i + 3
aibi
≡ 1712
15
(mod p)(6.10)
Example 6.2. The expression for the equivariant eta invariant can be determined by
equivariant plumbing as above. For p ≥ 7 it is given by
ηt(0) =
(
ta˜i + 1
ta˜i − 1
)(
tb˜i + 1
tb˜i − 1
)
+
8t
(t− 1)2 + 8.
When p = 7 it can be checked that the following rotation data {(ai, bi)} = {(1, 1) ×
3, (1,−3), (1,−1)× 2, (2, 2)× 2, (3, 3)} solve the G-signature theorem:
−8 =
∑
i
(
tai + 1
tai − 1
)(
tbi + 1
tbi − 1
)
− ηt(0)
and satisfy ∑
i
1
aibi
≡ 4 ≡ 1
30
(mod 7)
∑
i
a2i + b
2
i + 1
aibi
≡ 4 ≡ −269
15
(mod 7)
∑
i
a4i + b
4
i − 5a2i b2i + 3
aibi
≡ 4 ≡ 1712
15
(mod 7).
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7. Twisted G-Signature Relations
Consider now twisting the G-signature operator D+ with an equivariant vector bundle
E ∈ KG(X) of complex rank 2 over X:
(7.1) D+E : Λ
+ ⊗ E → Λ− ⊗ E.
The index is given by the following formula, see Donnelly [Don78, p.901]:
(7.2) χ(g) := Sign(X, g,E) =
∑
N∈Fix(g)
∫
N
chg(E |N)L(N)− ηg(0, E)
where the equivariant Chern character is well-defined over the fixed set since KG(X
g) =
K(Xg)⊗R(G) [Seg68]. Our goal is to extract one more congruence relation as we did for the
untwisted G-signature operator. This time the congruence will relate not only the tangential
representations but also the isotropy representations on the equivariant bundle E over the fixed
set. Consider two distinct equivariant lifts which agree on the End(X) = Σ(2, 3, 5)× [0,∞);
the topological index gives two virtual representations and taking the difference of their
associated characters gives:
(7.3) χ(t)− χ˜(t) = L(X, t, E)− L(X˜, t, E).
Since χ(t) and χ˜(t) are virtual characters and χ(1) = χ˜(1) we can carry out the same
procedure to get congruence relations that relate one equivariant lift to another. First we
will compute the contribution of the fixed points as in [Sha78]:
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L(g,D+E) | pi = Lθ(N gθ ) chg(E)[pi]
=
chg(Λ
+ − Λ−)(N g ⊗ C) chg(E)
chg(Λ−1N g ⊗ C) [pi]
=
(e−2piaii/p − e2piaii/p)(e−2pibii/p − e2pibii/p)(e2piiλ/p + e−2piiλ/p)
(1− e2piaii/p)(1− e−2piaii/p)(1− e2pibii/p)(1− e−2pibii/p)
= coth(aipii/p) coth(bipii/p)(e
2piiλ/p + e−2piiλ/p)
= i2 cot(aipi/p) cot(bipi/p)(e
2piiλ/p + e−2piiλ/p)
=
(
tai + 1
tai − 1
)(
tbi + 1
tbi − 1
)
(tλ + t−λ)
(7.4)
where as a pi-equivariant SU(2) bundle, E = C(λ)⊕C(−λ) and chg(E) = tλ + t−λ. Similarly,
we can compute the contribution from a fixed 2-sphere F :
L(g,D+E) | F = L(T g)Lθ(N gθ ) chg(E)[F ]
= x coth(x/2) coth(
y + iθ
2
){tλ + t−λ}[F ]
= {2 + x
2
6
+ · · · }{coth(iθ/2)− 1
2
csch2(iθ/2)y · · · }{tλ + t−λ}[F ]
= − csch2(iθ/2)y(tλ + t−λ)[F ]
=
−4tc
(tc − 1)2F · F (t
λ + t−λ)
(7.5)
where x is the Euler class of F and y the Euler class of the normal bundle. Now the Taylor
expansion on the right hand side of
(χ(t)− χ˜(t))(t− 1)2 = (L(X, t, E)− L˜(X, t, E))(t− 1)2
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up to order two has the form:∑
i
8
aibi
+
8
aibi
(t− 1) + 2
3
(
6λ2i + a
2
i + b
2
i + 1
aibi
)
(t− 1)2
−
(∑
j
8
a˜j b˜j
+
8
a˜j b˜j
(t− 1) + 2
3
(
6λ˜j
2
+ a˜j
2 + b˜j
2
+ 1
a˜j b˜j
)
(t− 1)2
+
16
c˜2
+
16
c˜2
(t− 1)− 4
3
(
c˜2 − 1− 6λ˜2
c2
)
(t− 1)2
)
and the second order term of the expansion of the left hand side vanishes. Here (ai, bi)
are rotation numbers for an extension with just isolated fixed points with λi the isotropy
representations in E. The (a˜j, b˜j) are rotation numbers from equivariant plumbing extension
with λ˜j the isotropy over the fixed points and c˜ the rotation number on the normal fiber over
the fixed 2-sphere and isotropy λ˜ for the equivariant lift over this sphere.
Plugging in the values from equivariant plumbing and equating the second order coefficients
gives the following relation:
(7.6) 4
∑
i
λ2i
aibi
− 4
∑
j
λ˜j
2
a˜j b˜j
+
4
3
(
c˜2 − 1− 6λ˜2
c˜2
)
≡ 0 (mod p)
Since c˜ = 1 we have
(7.7) 4
∑
i
λ2i
aibi
≡ 4
∑
j
λ˜j
2
a˜j b˜j
+ 8λ˜2 (mod p).
To summarize, this congruence relation relates the tangential representations at fixed point
set as well as the isotorpy representations over the fibers for two different extensions and
is valid so long as the the choices of equivariant lifts agree on Σ(2, 3, 5) over the End(X).
Proof of Theorem B: The previous untwisted congruence relation
(7.8)
∑
i
a2i + b
2
i + 1
aibi
≡ −269
15
(mod p)
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gives the following when we add and subtract 2aibi from the numerator:
(7.9)
9∑
i=1
(ai + bi)
2
aibi
≡ 1
30
(mod p)
By Theorem A we have the possibilities ai + bi ≡ ±1 or ai + bi ≡ ±7 (mod p). We can then
split this sum as U + 49V ≡ 1/30 (mod p) where U = ∑ 1/aibi with the sum over points
that satisfy ai + bi ≡ ±1 and similarly for V . But the relation
∑
i 1/aibi ≡ 1/30 can also be
split as U + V ≡ 1/30 (mod p). Together they show at once that V ≡ 0 (mod p) and that
not all points can satisfy ai + bi ≡ ±7 (mod p).
So there is at least one point (a, b) with a + b ≡ ±1 (mod p) and this agrees with the
equivariant lift on the End(X) of the plumbing action from the 3-dimensional stratum in the
moduli space over the negative definite resolution X˜0. The isotropy representations for this
equivariant lift has λ˜ = λ˜j = ±1/2 (mod p). Plugging these values into equation 7.7 gives
the relation
(7.10) 4
∑
i
λ2i
aibi
≡ 1
30
.
Now choosing the equivariant lift arising from the fixed point (a, b) gives isotropy (b− a)/2
over (a, b) and (a+ b)/2 ≡ ±1/2 over all the other fixed points:
(7.11)
(b− a)2
ab
+
8∑
i=1
1
aibi
≡ 1
30
(mod p).
Similarly we can write equation 7.9 as
(7.12)
(a+ b)2
ab
+
8∑
i=1
(ai + bi)
2
aibi
≡ 1
30
(mod p)
and subtracting the two equations, noting that there is no contribution from V gives −4 ≡ 0
(mod p) which contradicts our prime p is odd. 
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It is worth noting that a similar analysis can be carried out with other Brieskorn homology
3-spheres. It is of particular interest to study Z/p actions on homotopy K3 surfaces containing
an equivariant copy of Σ(2, 7, 13).
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